
Creative Communication of Product & Place since 2003



Introduction 
-

Established in 2003, Sanders Studios is a lifestyle communication 
agency delivering captivating still, moving and immersive material across 

architecture, design and luxury brand.
 

We’ve had the privilege of collaborating with some of the world’s most 
discerning clients for 15 years; and have established a respected track record 
for creating engaging campaigns that elevate brands and bring ideas to life.



Background and Ethos
-

Born out of a creative collaboration between two spatial/product designers 
in 2003, Sanders Studios built its reputation on high-end architectural 

visualisation. Over the last 15 years we’ve grown, evolved and adapted to 
become the multidisciplinary agency we are today, catering for all aspects of 

brand and marketing right up to point of sale. 

We value quality, credibility and service; looking to build exciting and lasting 
relationships with clients that share our passion for pushing the envelope.



Approach
- 

An image, either still or moving is required to be much more than a 
photographic snap shot. S/S employ a clear set of creative stages to ensure the 
output is both engaging and extremely effective at promoting the product or 

space in its best light. 

By adopting a ‘cinematic’ approach, we reference filmic techniques and 
methodologies to create engaging, art directed campaigns. We understand the 

importance of project planning and that narrative is fundamental to the success 
of a campaign, not forgetting the constituent components of composition, 

lighting and design.



“Working with Sanders Studios has been a real pleasure.          
A professional understanding and immediate response to the 
job resulted in high class images beyond our expectations.”

-
Thor Liverød

President / Alfa Eiendom

Still Imagery
-

We pride ourselves on telling a visual story through carefully composed, art 
directed imagery that captivates and inspires audiences.

Marketing & communication to sell ‘off-plan’

Planning imagery, AVRs, and VVMs

Competition/concept proposals

Digital and print brochures

Large scale hoarding



Composition, Lighting & Design

- 
We look to approach each scene as a director would their film 

set, with every element meticulously considered in order to 

communicate a proposal in its best possible light. 

Cameras are tested to refine composition, strong lighting 

solutions highlight points of interest and scene dressings/

embellishments take the artwork to the next level. The end 

product is a harmony of technical precision and artistic flair.







Narrative & Lifestyle

- 
Every aspect of our imagery is meticulously planned and art 

directed; from pockets of considered activity and interaction, 

to the inclusion of a specific demographic. The ultimate intent 

is to appeal to a clear target market, helping sell not just a 

development but a lifestyle before a single brick has been laid.







Motion
-

We create powerfully immersive experiences that promote the unbuilt form; 
from intricate explorations of bespoke detailing to large promotional films 

encompassing video, graphics and animation.

Promotion of lifestyle/aesthetic intent

Art directed, filmic approach

Technical communication

Striking photorealism

“All work was delivered to an outstanding quality and has 
become an invaluable marketing tool. Within just 3 months 
we’ve already sold over 50% of the apartments ‘off plan’!”

-
Becky Brown

Marketing Manager / McCarthy & Stone



https://vimeo.com/279084506
https://vimeo.com/283450862


Immersive
-

We deliver high-end campaigns on the cutting edge of new technologies; from 
interactive website displays to fully immersive VR experiences.

Immersive VR & AR for headsets/portable devices

360s & product turntables/configurators

Realtime presentations

Interactive websites

“From brief through to installation, it was an absolute 
pleasure working with Sanders Studios. We wanted to 

produce a high quality experience and S/S fully delivered!”
-

Laura Manzotti
Marketing Manager / U+I



Click here Click here

https://www.sanders-studios.co.uk/virtual-reality-the-record-store-london/
https://www.sanders-studios.co.uk/project/enterprise-flex-e-rent-vehicle-renders/


Behind the Scenes
- 

Over the years we’ve built up a wonderfully talented and close-knit team with 
a passion for creating work that stands out. Our HQ is in beautiful Falmouth, 

Cornwall and we have a marketing suite a stone’s throw from Paddington 
Station in London; enabling us to work on exceptional global projects whilst 

benefiting from inspirational working environments. 



Maritime House
Discovery Quay, 

Falmouth 
TR11 3XA

+44 (0)1326 211777

studio@sanders-studios.co.uk
www.sanders-studios.co.uk

20 Eastbourne Terrace
Paddington Station

London
W2 6LG

+44 (0) 203 4570335                           


